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Hawaiian Community Leaders Meet to Develop Solutions for DHHL Audit Findings 
 

Honolulu, HI—In a meeting at the State Capitol last week, representatives from community-
based organizations, homestead leaders, State Senators and Native Hawaiian organizations 
convened to determine solutions in response to the findings of the 2013 State Audit of the 

Department of Hawaiian Homelands 
(DHHL). Participants were 
disappointed by the 2013 audit report, 
as well as the 2002 audit report, the 
1993 audit report, and a 1983 state-
federal task force report, revealing 
negligence in addressing findings and 
recommendations, some of which are 
30 years old.  It was a sobering 
exercise for the 25 participants that 

signed up to attend two work sessions, one in July and one in August, in preparation for a 
roundtable discussion scheduled for September 3 at the Hawaii Convention Center.  The audit 
and task force reports contained very direct findings, many repeated in multiple reports, and 
included specific recommendations.  The reports validated many issues raised for literally 
decades by beneficiary and homestead leaders.  

Notably, the common themes and statements found in all four audits and task force reports 
frustrated many participants.  The dialogue quickly focused on a work plan for the group to 
produce action-oriented tasks that will assist DHHL to effectively deliver on the promise of the 
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 1920 (HHCA). Senators Maile Shimabukuro and Senator 
Clayton Hee, respective Chair and Vice Chair of the Hawaiian Affairs Committee, participated 
in the working session’s review of the audits and actively listened to what the participating 
Hawaiian community leaders, many of them beneficiaries of the HHCA,  would put together to 
assist DHHL in meeting their fiduciary responsibility. 

“National trends are confirming that effective solutions are coming from community. And a long 
standing approach by the federal government with Native peoples has been consultation, which 
is to garner the expertise of Native leaders before implementing policies at the federal level," 
said Lilia Kapuniai, an Oahu homesteader and leader at CNHA.  "These work sessions are an 



excellent approach to bringing the incredible experience that exists in the homesteads right now, 
to bear on a festering problem that has failed to be addressed by multiple Directors and 
administrations at DHHL.  It was a very uplifting session, with difficult facts presented, but 
enthusiastic solutions put on the table."  

Two representatives from the Hawaiian Home Land Commission, Commissioner “Uncle Joe” 
Tassil and Commissioner Hopkins, attended the special working session and provided positive 
feedback regarding the kind of changes they would need to meet their fiduciary duties. 
Statements by the auditor in the 2013 Report includes, “We found that the Commission, as a 
whole, may not fully understand its role as fiduciary and that individual commissioners are ill-
prepared to perform their duties. The roles and responsibilities of the Commission are not clearly 
defined and the Commission lacks tools to aid in prudent trust administration.”  Another excerpt 
and finding in the 1993 audit report states "The Chair and Deputy decide on the Agenda that will 
be discussed at commission meetings. Several commissioners expressed serious concern over 
inability to bring up new business or conduct discussions not listed on the agenda. A 
commissioner stated that most of the decisions are merely ‘rubber stamp’.  
 
"The control of the agenda and the lack of assertiveness by the commission regarding its role and 
authority were mentioned in two of the three audits," Kapuniai continued.  "Essentially, the 
auditor is saying that the Commission is unable to fulfill its duty because the Chair and Director 
of DHHL has been controlling the agenda which determines what will be discussed and acted 
on.  You can't really do much as a commission, if you can't get important issues on the agenda."  
   
Hawaiian Community Assets (HCA), a U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) approved 
housing counseling agency is one example of community expertise available to assist DHHL in 
addressing the 2013 Audit. HCA presented during the second half of the day on loss mitigation 
options.  During a senate hearing held in May, Senator Hee raised serious concerns of the auditor 
and DHHL about loan delinquencies and the reality that only homesteaders have been excluded 
from loss mitigation practices that every other citizen of Hawaii, and the country, has had access 
to in curing delinquencies and preventing foreclosure.   

"It was quite shocking", said a participant at the working session, "to find that native Hawaiian 
borrowers are going through the very same economic recession as the rest of the state, but they 
are not given the same opportunities as everyone else to save their homes.  Basically, native 
Hawaiians are treated as 'being a problem' if they have a loan, instead of being treated like all 
other people with home loans, as 'having a problem' due to the economy.  It was very disturbing 
to find this out, but at least our work will put forward solutions that will stop this torture on 
homestead families from continuing." 

In 2011, Jeff Gilbreath, Executive Director of HCA, participated on the state’s task force 
responsible for developing Hawaii’s State Model on foreclosure, now leading the nation as one 
of the most successful models of foreclosure mediation. Although adopted by numerous states 
across the country, this model was neither adopted nor applied by DHHL for their beneficiary 
borrowers living on homestead lands, significantly restricting these families from loss mitigation 



                         
 
options available to Hawaiians not on homestead land. Many concerned homestead association 
leaders joined in the discussion and questioned if these options were fully understood by the 
Hawaiian Homes Commission or the staff at DHHL handling the delinquent loans.  

“It’s hard to grasp that many beneficiaries aren’t being given the options the rest of Hawaii has 
available in the same struggling economy. We need to do this to help our beneficiaries and to 
take responsibility for protecting our trust. We can only hope that DHHL lets us help them,” 
shares Blossom Feiteira, President of Association of Hawaiians for Homestead Lands (AHHL), a 
group that advocates for the 26,000 Hawaiians on the waitlist.  

Various community-based organizations have volunteered to draft resources in the coming 
weeks as solutions to the audit findings and to set up loss mitigation policies that could be 
adopted to help beneficiaries in need. The next session will review these work products to see if 
they effectively address the concerns raised in the audit. The collaborative effort, by 
beneficiaries and community leaders, to determine policy and procedure manuals, reporting 
templates, and other tools will be reported and presented at the final round table session in 
September.  

The 2013 DHHL Audit Work Sessions and a Final Roundtable are scheduled as follows: 
 

• Work Session #2, August 14, 2013 at the Hawaii State Capitol  
 

• Final Roundtable, September 3, 2013 at the 12th Annual Native Hawaiian Convention 
 
This is a project of the CNHA Policy Center that works to bring community-based solutions to 
challenges in Hawaiian communities. For questions or more information about the work of the 
CNHA Policy Center, please contact policy@hawaiiancouncil.org. To download the registration 
form for the next sessions please click here.  
 
CNHA is a national network of Native Hawaiian Organizations, providing assistance in 
accessing capital and technical resources, and is a policy voice on issues important to Native 
Hawaiian communities. Its mission is to enhance the cultural, economic, political, and 
community development of Native Hawaiians.  For more information about CNHA please 
contact us at 808.596.8155, toll-free at 1.800.709.2642, by e-mail at info@hawaiiancouncil.org, 
or at www.hawaiiancouncil.org. 

###  

Native NewsClips is a Member Service of CNHA - Distributing Information Received from Our 
Members. For More Information on this Release or the Member Organization, email 

nativenewsclips@hawaiiancouncil.org. 
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